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Lint Shaver Battery Operated Lint 

Remover 

As the professional manufacture, we would like to 

provide you Chichonor® Lint Shaver Battery 

Operated Lint Remover. CHICHONOR's Y-handle 

lint shaver battery operated lint remover keeps 

your clothes look new and clean! It shave off lint 

pills without harming your sweater. By 90° Rotate 

Handle, it can easy to shaver your clothes. 

Compact, cordless and lightweight, it’s ideal to 

store at home or to bring along while traveling. 

The heavy-duty motor and 3 stainless steel blades allow for fast and easy removal of 

fuzz and lint. Ideal for sweaters, wool, flannel jackets, blankets and any knit fabrics etc. 

for an instant rejuvenation of your garments. 

 

You are welcomed to come to our factory to buy the latest selling, low price, and high -
quality Chichonor® Lint Shaver Battery Operated Lint Remover. We do everything we 
can to add value to our customers' experiences, allowing us to be their best option . 

Buy Chichonor® Lint Shaver Battery Operated Lint Remover which Can 
be Customized From Our Factory Called chichonor 

1.Product Introduction of Lint Shaver Battery Operated Lint Remover 

 
ThisELECTRIC LINT REMOVER BATTERY OPERATEDwas the latest invention high 
quality withUL DLC TUV SAAIP65 and offer 5 years Warranty.It was made up with 
Aluminium + tempered glass.We devoted our selves to lighting many years,covering 
most of Europe and the Americas market.We are expecting become your long-term 
partner in china. 
 
 

 

2.Product Parameter (Specification) of Chichonor® Lint Shaver 
Battery Operated Lint Remover 
 
·        Size: (L)18.5 X (W)7.5 X (H)7 cm 
·        Weight: 142 g 
·        Material: ABS 
·        Color: White, Gray, Pink 

·        Available package: Color box or Clamshell 
·        Power Source: battery powered (2 x AA batteries not included) 
 

3.Product Feature And Application of Lint Shaver Battery 
Operated Lint Remover 
Wireless, easily to carry 

ELECTRIC LINT REMOVER BATTERY OPERATEDWithout the wire, our fabric shaver 

is the best portable fabric shaver. The lightweight design makes users easily to use for 
any kinds of circumstances. With ergonomic design, users can hold the shaver 
comfortably and operate regularly. 

https://i.trade-cloud.com.cn/upload/406/lint-shaver-battery-operated-lint-remover_1245168.jpg
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4.Product Details of Lint Shaver Battery Operated Lint Remover 

 

 
Rotating Y-handle Design 

90-degree rotating handle, flexible and adaptable to different hand holding habits, 
ergonomic design, easy to deal with all kinds of lint ball. It softly removes fuzz, lint, fluff, 
bobbles and pilling surface defects without hurting your fabrics. 

  

Protection Cover & Different Size Of Honeycomb Holes 

High density stainless Steel protective cover easily with stands high pressure without 

deformation, three different sizes of holes, intelligent arc design, safe and no t hurt clothes. 
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Safety Protection & Safe Even Around Children 

This fabric shaver includes a SAFTY LOCK mechanism so the blades cannot rotate 
when the cover is open or loose. Safe when cleaning or and also when accidentally 
touched by children. 

 
Large Capacity & Easy to clean 

anzoee lint remover with Large capacity transparent container, no need for frequent 
disassembly and just need to open the blade cover and use the brush to clean it. 
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Sharp and Durable Blades & Easily Replaceable 

The three-blade cyclone design allows the shave to fit clothes deeply and throughly to 
remove fuzz on fabric without any damage, sharp and durable blades that last for years 
and are easily replaceable. 

 
 

5.Product Usage of Lint Shaver Battery Operated Lint Remover 

 

 
FOR EVERYDAY USE: Perfect for cleaning up lint on the clothing, bedding and all types 
of fabric furniture. 
 

6.FAQ 

 
Question:it needs a battery or not ? 
Answer:Yes, it requires 2 AA batteries (not included). 
 
Question:Easy to clean ? 
Answer:Yes it comes with a little brush to clean the inside. 

 
Question:What is width of the blade area? 
Answer:The metal cutting head is two inches diameter. 

 

 


